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Abstract
The Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS), an advanced engineering simulation environment used to design and analyze aircraft engines, has been enhanced by integrating control development tools into it. One of these tools is a generic controller interface that allows NPSS to communicate with control development software environments such as MATLAB and EASY5. The other tool is a linear model generator (LMG) that gives NPSS the ability to generate linear, time-invariant state-space models. Integrating these tools into NPSS enables it to be used for control system development. This paper will discuss the development and integration of these tools into NPSS. In addition, it will show a comparison of transient model results of a generic, dual-spool, military-type engine model that has been implemented in NPSS and Simulink. It will also show the linear model generator’s ability to approximate the dynamics of a nonlinear NPSS engine model.

Introduction
As the global market for the development of reliable aero-propulsion engines becomes increasingly competitive, aircraft engine companies are searching for ways to develop higher quality engines, in less time, and for lower cost. To accomplish this goal, NASA Glenn Research Center has collaborated with industry and academia to develop an advanced engineering simulation environment that will be used to design and analyze propulsion systems.

This simulation environment is known as the Numerical Propulsion Systems Simulation (NPSS). This environment is being developed as a “numerical test cell” because it allows designers to numerically develop full propulsion systems or individual components [1]. It was estimated by a major engine manufacture that NPSS “could reduce design and development time and cost by about 30 to 40 percent through fewer redesigns, re-test, and rebuilds of costly hardware…” which “…translates into savings of $100 million over a year of development time” [2].

NPSS has several capabilities that assist in conducting high quality design and analysis. One such capability allows designers to analyze an engine, and/or interactions between components, at various levels of fidelity via independent high to low fidelity simulation code, in a technique known as zooming [2,3]. In one instance, NPSS was used to simulate an expander cycle pump-fed rocket engine system to demonstrate its ability to use a mean line pump flow model, which estimates the pump performance, as opposed to using maps to represent the pump [4]. This example of zooming allowed NPSS to represent the dynamics of a system more accurately. NPSS has also been used to develop a high-fidelity simulation of a commercial, turbofan engine using APNASA, an average passage, three-dimensional Navier-Stokes flow code that simulates the flow between the compressor and turbine; and the National Combustion Code (NCC), a three-dimensional code that simulates the flow and chemical reactions through an aircraft combustor. The engine model
was created in NPSS; the two codes were added to provide three-dimensional results [1].

Among the developing partners (comprised of government, industry, and academia), interest has grown in conducting control development research using NPSS. However, at the time linear model generation capabilities and other tools necessary for meaningful control development did not exist in the NPSS environment. Therefore, work began towards developing two tools that would make NPSS amenable to the development of control systems for any type of NPSS model. One of the tools was the generic controller interface that would allow NPSS to communicate with control development software. The other tool was the linear model generator (LMG), which would be used to create linear models from the nonlinear NPSS simulations.

This paper will discuss the development and use of the two tools. First, a description of the engine model that was implemented in NPSS and used to validate the tools will be described. Next, a description and validation results will be discussed for each tool. It is worth noting that development of the LMG began prior to this study; whereas, the generic controller interface was, however, developed for this study. This paper will present data verifying the generic controller interface’s ability to provide communication between NPSS and a control development platform; and, the LMG’s ability to accurately approximate the dynamics of a nonlinear model. Finally, the paper will conclude with a summary of results and suggestions for future work.

**Engine Model Description**

The baseline engine model that was selected for validating the control design tools that were developed was a previously validated FORTRAN-based model of a modern high-pressure ratio, dual-spool, low bypass, military-type variable cycle engine model, with a digital controller. This engine model (shown in Figure 1) is a nonlinear, low bandwidth, transient, performance model similar to the type used in advanced engine control research such as model-based control [5] and nonlinear performance seeking control programs [6]. The first task was to create an NPSS implementation of this model that was capable of both steady-state and open-loop transient execution.

The engine model in the FORTRAN simulation is represented as a component level model (CLM), so called because the major components of the engine are individually modeled and assembled together (see Figure 1). The components of this engine model consist of a two-stage high-pressure ratio fan with variable inlet stator vanes, core driven fan (CDF) with independent hub and tip stator vanes, high-pressure axial compressor, combustor, high- and low-pressure turbines, afterburner, and nozzle components. Also included are forward blocker doors and an aft variable area bypass injector (VABI), giving the engine variable cycle capability [6]. The CLM uses low-pressure and high-pressure rotor speeds, as well as average hot section metal temperature (measured from aft of the combustor to HPT) as state variables. The integration of these state variables occurs within a while loop in order to achieve mass, energy, and momentum balance within a certain tolerance.

Also shown in Figure 1 are the actuator variables and some of the sensor variables used by the controller. The actuator variables, listed above the engine diagram, include the fan variable inlet stator vanes (STP2), forward blocker door area positioning (A14), core driven fan tip stator vanes (STP27D), high-pressure compressor and core driven fan hub stators vanes (STP27), burner fuel flow (WF36), aft VABI area positioning (A16), afterburner fuel flow (WF6), and nozzle throat and exit area positioning (A8 and A9, respectively). There are many sensors located throughout the engine, as shown in Figure 1, below the engine diagram. The sensors are used by the controller in this model measure fan inlet temperature (T2) and pressure (P2), low-pressure spool speed (XNL), high-pressure compressor inlet temperature (T27) and pressure (P27), high-pressure spool speed (XNH), high-pressure compressor exit temperature (T3) and static pressure (PS3), low-pressure turbine
blade temperature ($T_{5B}$), bypass duct static pressure at the mixing plane ($PS_{15}$), low-pressure turbine exit temperature ($T_{56}$) and static pressure ($PS_{56}$).

The steady-state implementation of the NPSS generic military-type CLM simulates the fan, core driven fan, high-pressure compressor, combustor, high-pressure turbine, low-pressure turbine, mixer, afterburner, and nozzle. In addition, it models the bypass splits aft of the fan and forward of the core driven fan, bypass dynamics, and bleeds. The full dynamics of the variable geometries (i.e.; inlet guide vanes, VABI, and the forward blocker door) were not modeled because their full schedules were difficult to identify and extract from the baseline FORTRAN model. The fan and high-pressure compressor maps were extracted, but for a fixed inlet guide vane schedule; the core driven fan map was valid for a limited inlet guide vane range. The turbine maps used were scaled in-house maps. Although the NPSS implementation does not model all of the same components of the baseline CLM, steady state results show that it is a reasonable approximation. Some of the steady state parameters are shown in Figure 2. Each plot in Figure 2 shows a point-wise trend of the baseline model and NPSS generic military-type CLM steady state behavior for each power lever angle (PLA) value. Both models were run at the same constant value of burner fuel flow and fan airflow for each PLA value, and the remaining plots show the steady state responses of both models to this input. The maximum absolute error for normalized thrust is ~0.021; the maximum absolute error for normalized core driven fan pressure ratio is ~0.029; the maximum absolute error for normalized nozzle throat exit area is ~0.013. Similar results were seen in other steady state parameters. Because of this type of steady state performance, it was felt that the NPSS generic military-type CLM was sufficiently modeled to use in the remainder of the study.

**Generic Controller Interface**

To facilitate effective control design using NPSS, a generic controller interface was developed to provide communication between NPSS and control development platforms. Via this interface, a control loop could be developed and tested while using an NPSS engine model as the plant. The result would be a control loop that is able to regulate the performance behavior of the NPSS plant. Conceptually, the interface would allow any control development software (e.g.; MATLAB/ Simulink, MATRIX X, or EASY5) to communicate with NPSS. For the purpose of this task, the interface provided communication between MATLAB/Simulink and NPSS. The use of MATLAB and Simulink will be referred to for illustration purposes only. At the time this report was written, the code for other control software environments to communicate with NPSS had not been written. A flexible feature of the interface is that any number of control loops can be allowed to interface with an NPSS model. For example, one could have a fuel flow and an Active Clearance Control model communicating with an NPSS engine model via the same interface. A constraint that was placed on the development of the interface was that the NPSS executable should not be recompiled with MATLAB code. The thought was to keep the NPSS executable as generic as possible.

The following discussion is a description on how the generic controller interface is operated. To validate the operation of the interface, a comparison of transient results was conducted between the NPSS engine model and a Simulink-based implementation of the FORTRAN engine model. The Simulink implementation, called the Modular Aero-Propulsion System Simulation (MAPSS), models both the CLM and the digital controller used in the FORTRAN simulation. For the transient comparison, the controller from MAPSS will be used to control the NPSS engine model. A more detailed description of the interface may be found in the Generic Controller Interface User Guide, which is currently under development. A description of the development of MAPSS may be found in reference [7].
The controller interface consists of two parts: a definition file and the control model declaration in the NPSS model file. The definition file is a simple text file that sets up communication between NPSS and MATLAB (see Figure 3). It allows the user to specify the control development platform (e.g., ML = MATLAB), the NPSS engine model name, the number in inputs and outputs, and the amount of error reporting. There are seven levels of error reporting that range from showing no screen output or errors (error code 0) to showing all screen output and errors (error code 6). This file is also used to establish a relationship, or mapping between the MATLAB/Simulink control model variables and the corresponding NPSS variables. The input and output variables for Simulink and NPSS are entered in the following manner:

Input:
<Data Type> <Simulink input variable> <NPSS input variable>

Output:
<Data Type> <Simulink output variable> <NPSS output variable>

This section of the definition file is key because it specifies what data is “going to” and “coming from” the control model. The file is saved with the same name as the control model file with a .def extension (e.g.; <controller model name>.def). The interface uses the name of the controller as a reference key to the associated files used by NPSS and the control model. The next part of the interface is declaring a control model in the NPSS engine model file. There are two types of interfacing methods: the GenControls and the ExtControl. The GenControls interface is a dynamically loadable module (DLM) that allows NPSS to run MATLAB. It was developed to be “cloned” for use with other control development platforms. The ExtControl interface is also a DLM that runs NPSS in parallel with MATLAB. The main task of both interfacing methods is to set up the communication link between MATLAB and NPSS, prior to either system running. Using either interfacing method, code can be written in the NPSS model to initialize the control model. It would be done by first allowing the model to run steady state and then declare an instance of the interface. The values from the steady state run would be used as initial inputs for the control model. This ensures that when the NPSS model begins a transient, both models will be starting at the same point.

For GenControls operation, at the start-up of NPSS the definition is parsed to determine the control development platform via the control platform designator. Next, it takes the controller and NPSS engine model filenames to modify them with the correct extensions for parsing, and then it sets the user-defined error reporting level. GenControls then maps each input and output variable defined in the definition file to an array of NPSS data storage structures, which allow for mixed variable types. The size of this array of structures is determined by the number of inputs and outputs specified in the definition file. Each structure will contain the variable type, control model variable name, the corresponding NPSS variable name (as defined in the definition file), and the value of the variable. At this point, the parsing setup routine is complete. GenControls then goes to the NPSS model file to find a declared instance of the control model using this interface. NPSS, then, runs the engine model at steady state to determine the initial conditions for a transient run. After the steady-state run, an instance of the control model is declared. The GenControls interface is called to initialize the Simulink control model with the results from the steady-state run. Figure 4 is an example of a defined instance of a control model, using GenControls, in a NPSS model file. In this example, the name of the control model is xcontrol. Once the control model is initialized, NPSS enters the transient phase of the engine model run. The instance contains a preexecute function that prepares, and then sends the NPSS data, after running one transient time step, to the control model via the data structure. Once that data is received, GenControls starts a persistent instance of MATLAB, opens the control model then runs it to process the data. The control model processes the data for one time step and then stores the data in the NPSS data structure. The control model data is
received by a postexecute function, and applies it to the NPSS model. The NPSS engine model runs the next time step then passes the data back to the control model via GenControls. These last few steps are repeated until the model stop time is reached. When the run is complete, NPSS closes MATLAB.

Using the ExtControl interfacing method, a script M-file is used to pass data and triggers between the two systems, as opposed to the array of data storage structures used in the GenControls. In addition, ExtControl does not run MATLAB; therefore, a working MATLAB environment must be opened in the standard way in the directory where the control model, the file passing script M-file, and the NPSS model are located. Before the NPSS model is run, the file passing script M-file must be running in MATLAB. At the start-up of NPSS, the definition file will be parsed in the same manner as the GenControls interface, and then it will find a declared instance of the control model in the NPSS model file. The instance is a reversed version of the one described in GenControls. Figure 5 is an example of defining an instance of ExtControl in an NPSS model file. In this example, the name of the control model is xcontrol.

After completing the steady state runs, NPSS will enter the transient run mode. After the first time step in this mode NPSS will then pause and wait for the values from the controller to be returned. The postexecute function, in the ExtControl instance, prepares the NPSS model data to be used by the control model. ExtControl saves the data in an input file and places it and a trigger file into the working directory. The trigger file tells the file passing script in MATLAB that an input file is ready to be processed. Both files are picked up by the file passing script M-file. The script then runs the control model; saves the output values in an output file, and then save it along with another trigger file into the same working directory. The second trigger file tells ExtControl that the output is ready to be processed. The preexecute function, also in the ExtControl instance, picks up the output data and passes it to the NPSS model so that it can run the next time step. This process is continued until the model run has completed.

To create a transient NPSS model, dynamic data, such as the inertias for the low- and high-pressure spools, was added to the steady-state model of the NPSS model of the generic, military-type engine that was described above. The information for the third state (average metal temperature) was not added because the thermal inertias could not be properly extracted from the baseline engine model. To demonstrate the use of the interface, the transient model was run in a closed-loop with the control model from MAPSS. The interface used in this test was GenControls. The operating conditions for the run consisted of a PLA ramp from 35° to 45° at sea level static conditions. At the same operating point the closed-loop results were compared to results from MAPSS and open-loop results of the NPSS engine model, using input data tables generated from MAPSS. Because MAPSS closely models the dynamics of the baseline FORTRAN model, it was used as a reference model for this comparison. A standard method for running transients with NPSS models is to use input data tables; so, it was used as the other reference model. This was done because it was desirable to see how the NPSS model behaved when it was being controlled by a control model and following an input table. The data tables that the NPSS engine model used included actuator commands for combustor fuel flow, nozzle throat exit area, bypass duct exit area, ambient temperature and pressure, and fan inlet temperature and pressure. The NPSS engine model was not expected to produce perfect transient results in comparison to MAPSS. However, it was hoped that the transients of the NPSS model would follow the trends of the MAPSS results. Figure 6 shows some selected results. From the results, one can see that the selected performance indicators achieved expectations, as all three models were very close to the same ending steady state point and, for the most part, followed the MAPSS trend nicely. Other performance indicators showed similar results. Overall, however, it is shown that the interface is capable allowing the necessary communication
between an NPSS engine model and an external control software platform.

A salient challenge in performing this transient run was aligning the time steps between NPSS and MATLAB/Simulink. The MAPSS controller block models both the engine control system and the actuators, of which run at two different update rates of 50 Hz and 2500 Hz, respectively. As stated before, the NPSS model runs one time step before sending data to the controller for calculation of the next control signal. The issue was that each time the controller would run, it would not maintain a time history of all the data received so that it could give the NPSS model the proper control signal. The solution used was to archive the time history inside the interface then run the control model based on the time history. The results shown in Figure 6 were produced using this approach. Although it worked, this is not a viable solution because the time to run the simulation increases factorially. A more viable solution must be found.

Linear Model Generator
Numerous linear analysis tools have been developed in classical and modern control theory. The conventional control system design approach is to base it upon a single linear model of a plant system, or a series of linear models connected in a piecewise continuous fashion. In order to further enhance the NPSS control development capabilities, a linear model generator (LMG) has been developed and implemented into the NPSS environment. The LMG was used to generate several linear models of the NPSS generic military-type CLM.

The LMG is able to create a single linear approximation of a full nonlinear NPSS model about a base operating point. The linear approximations consist of four Jacobian matrices, generated by using small perturbation theory, and are defined as:

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial \dot{x}}{\partial x} \\ \frac{\partial \dot{x}}{\partial u} \end{bmatrix} \quad B = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial \dot{x}}{\partial u} \end{bmatrix} \\
C = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial y}{\partial x} \end{bmatrix} \quad D = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial y}{\partial u} \end{bmatrix}
\]

The matrices represent a change in the state derivative variables (\(\dot{x}\)) and selected output variables (y) with respect to small perturbations in the state variables (x) and model input variables (u). The default perturbation size for the LMG is 0.5%. These matrices are implemented as a linear model using the following state-space equations:

\[
\dot{x} = Ax + Bu \quad \text{(State Equation)} \quad (1)
\]
\[
y = Cx + Du \quad \text{(Output Equation)} \quad (2)
\]

A comparison was conducted to show how accurately the LMG modeled the dynamics of the nonlinear NPSS generic military-type CLM. A linear model was created of the NPSS model at the base operating point of PLA = 45°, at sea level static conditions. The nonlinear NPSS generic military-type CLM was run transiently, starting at PLA = 45° then increasing the fuel flow by 3%. The same input was then applied to the generated linear model. The comparison results between the linear and nonlinear models are shown in Figure 7 for selected parameters. The figure shows that the linear model created is a very close approximation of the nonlinear model for the given operating conditions. Other parameters for this and other operating conditions showed similar results.

Conclusion
This paper presented two control development tools that have been developed and integrated into the NPSS environment. The study was conducted using an NPSS model of a generic military-type engine CLM. This engine model had known limitations, such as how the dynamics of the variable geometries were modeled. In spite of this, results from steady state runs showed that the model was sufficient to use.
The generic controller interface allows communication between NPSS and a control development platform. It was found that the interface was able to provide communication between NPSS and control development platforms allowing a NPSS engine model to respond to given control demands. It was found, that Simulink was not able to maintain a time history of all input received, which caused the control model to produce incorrect demands. A means of archiving the input was found; however, a more permanent solution is currently being looked at. The other control design tool integrated into NPSS was a linear model generator (LMG), which can create a linear model of a nonlinear NPSS model about a given operating point. It was found that the LMG was able to closely approximate a nonlinear model for a given operating point.

In an effort to continue increasing the ability of NPSS for use in control development, more tools should be added, such as the ability to create bode, Nyquist, and root locus plots.
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Appendix: Figures

Figure 1: Schematic of CLM.

Figure 2: Normalized steady state results of selected performance parameters.
Figure 3: Example Definition file.

---

```cpp
 Element GenControls xcontrol{

   void preexecute (){
     GCsetInputValue("pc", PC);
     GCsetInputValue("alt", Ambient.alt);
     GCsetInputValue("dtamb", Ambient.dTamb);
     GCsetInputValue("sfc", PERF.TSFC);
     GCsetInputValue("sm27d", CDF.SMN);
     GCsetInputValue("sm27", HPC.SMN);
     GCsetInputValue("xn2c", LP_Shaft.Nmech);
     GCsetInputValue("xn25c", HP_Shaft.Nmech);
   }

   void postexecute(){
     Nozzle.Ath = GCgetOutputValue("Nozzle.Ath");
     Duct16a.Fl_I.Aphy = GCgetOutputValue("Duct16a.Aphy");
     Splitter1.Fl_I.Aphy = GCgetOutputValue("Splitter1.Aphy");
     } }
```

Figure 4: GenControls interface instance declaration in an NPSS model file.
Figure 5: ExtControl interface instance declaration in an NPSS model file.

```c
Element ExtControl xcontrol{
    void postexecute(){
        GCsetInputValue("pc", PC);
        GCsetInputValue("alt", Ambient.alt);
        GCsetInputValue("dtamb", Ambient.dTamb);
        GCsetInputValue("sfc", PERF.TSFC);
        GCsetInputValue("sm27d", CDF.SMN);
        GCsetInputValue("sm27", HPC.SMN);
        GCsetInputValue("sm25", LP_Shaft.Nmech);
        GCsetInputValue("xn2c", LP_Shaft.Nmech);
        GCsetInputValue("xm", Ambient.MN);
    }
    void preexecute(){
        Nozzle.Ath = GCgetOutputValue("Nozzle.Ath");
        Duct16a.Fl_I.Aphy = GCgetOutputValue("Duct16a.Aphy");
        Splitter1.Fl_I.Aphy = GCgetOutputValue("Splitter1.Aphy");
    }
}
```

Figure 6: Normalized transient results of selected performance parameters.
Figure 7: Linear to Nonlinear Model Comparison.
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